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City of Dreadful Delight 2013-06-14 from tabloid exposes of child prostitution to the grisly tales
of jack the ripper narratives of sexual danger pulsated through victorian london expertly blending
social history and cultural criticism judith walkowitz shows how these narratives reveal the
complex dramas of power politics and sexuality that were being played out in late nineteenth century
britain and how they influenced the language of politics journalism and fiction victorian london was a
world where long standing traditions of class and gender were challenged by a range of public
spectacles mass media scandals new commercial spaces and a proliferation of new sexual categories
and identities in the midst of this changing culture women of many classes challenged the traditional
privileges of elite males and asserted their presence in the public domain an important catalyst in this
conflict argues walkowitz was w t stead s widely read 1885 article about child prostitution
capitalizing on the uproar caused by the piece and the volatile political climate of the time women
spoke of sexual danger articulating their own grievances against men inserting themselves into the
public discussion of sex to an unprecedented extent and gaining new entree to public spaces and
journalistic practices the ultimate manifestation of class anxiety and gender antagonism came in
1888 with the tabloid tales of jack the ripper in between there were quotidien stories of sexual
possibility and urban adventure and walkowitz examines them all showing how women were not simply
figures in the imaginary landscape of male spectators but also central actors in the stories of
metropolotin life that reverberated in courtrooms learned journals drawing rooms street corners and
in the letters columns of the daily press a model of cultural history this ambitious book will
stimulate and enlighten readers across a broad range of interests
Telling Sexual Stories 2002-11 first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company
The Story of Sexual Identity 2009 this book critically examines the last few decades of discussion
around sex and violence in the media on social media in the courtroom and through legislation the



discursive struggles over what constitutes sexual violence victims and offenders is normally
determined through narratives a selective ordering of events and participants centrally the book
investigates the social processes involved in the telling of stories of rape and its political
implications from a multidisciplinary feminist perspective this volume explores what narratives about
sexual violence are deemed legitimate at this historical juncture this volume brings together feminist
scholars working in a wide variety of disciplines including law legal studies history gender studies
ethnology media criminology and social work from across the globe through situated empirical work
these scholars seek to understand currents movements between the criminal justice system and the
cultural imagination
Rape Narratives in Motion 2019-03-23 this book critically examines the last few decades of
discussion around sex and violence in the media on social media in the courtroom and through
legislation the discursive struggles over what constitutes sexual violence victims and offenders is
normally determined through narratives a selective ordering of events and participants centrally the
book investigates the social processes involved in the telling of stories of rape and its political
implications from a multidisciplinary feminist perspective this volume explores what narratives about
sexual violence are deemed legitimate at this historical juncture this volume brings together feminist
scholars working in a wide variety of disciplines including law legal studies history gender studies
ethnology media criminology and social work from across the globe through situated empirical work
these scholars seek to understand currents movements between the criminal justice system and the
cultural imagination
Women's narratives of same-sex sexual experiences, fluidity, and identity 2016 this book assembles a
diverse group of scholars working within a new pathbreaking paradigm of sexual science fusing
perspectives from history sociology and psychology the contributors are united in their commitment
to the idea of narrative as central to the study of sexual identity offering an analytic approach to



social science inquiry on sexual identity that restores the voices of sexual subjects the result is a
rich examination of lives in context with an eye toward multiplicity and meaning across the life
course central to the chapters in this volume is the significance of history generation and narrative in
the provision of a workable and meaningful configuration of identity
Rape Narratives in Motion 2019 after the great war british men and women grappled with their
ignorance about sexuality and desire seeking advice and information from doctors magazines and each
other they wrote tens of thousands of letters about themselves as sexual subjects in these letters
they disclosed their uncertainties their behaviours and the role of sexuality in their lives their
fascinating narratives tell how people sought to unleash their imaginations and fashion new identities
making modern love shows how readers embraced popular media self help books fetish magazines and
advice columns as a source of information about sexuality and a means for telling their own stories
from longings for transcendent marital union to fantasies of fetish wear cross dressing and whipping
men and women revealed a surprising range of desires and behaviours queer and otherwise that have
been largely disregarded until now lisa sigel mines these provocative narratives to understand how
they contributed to new subjectivities and the development of modern sexualities
The Story of Sexual Identity 2009-03-06 there are few topics in sex research as compelling and
confounding to researchers clinicians and the general public as that of transsexualism upending
normative notions of gender eroticism and identity it poses significant scientific and clinical challenges
the book addresses a fascinating and largely unexplored topic within the study of transsexualism the
feelings and desires of conventionally masculine men who are attracted to women yet want to become
women themselves through a collection and discussion of vivid first person narratives the book
provides an in depth examination of these men s unusual propensity to be sexually aroused by the
thought of themselves as women and how these men s sexual feelings influence their decisions to seek
or undergo sex reassignment these narratives about autogynephilia by autogynephilic male to female



mtf transsexuals provide the first comprehensive documentation of the erotic ideation that underlies
the most common form of mtf transsexualism the narratives provide empirical evidence for blanchard s
theory of mtf transsexual motivation and thus are of interest to researchers and theorists studying
the phenomenology of mtf transsexualism the narratives are likely to be eye opening to psychologists
psychiatrists physicians and other professionals who work with mtf transsexuals most clinicians
probably do not fully appreciate the erotic underpinnings of their clients condition a better
understanding of their clients autogynephilic feelings and motivations would enable these
professionals to provide more empathetic and effective clinical care
Making Modern Love 2012 to find out more information about rowman littlefield titles please visit
us at rowmanlittlefield com
Men Trapped in Men's Bodies 2012-12-09 using narrative analysis this book draws on interviews with
women who left relationships with other women to begin relationships with men in order to understand
how these women make sense of their sexual identities
Thomas Hardy and Women 1982 the issue of childhood sexual experiences cses is highly controversial
and has generated considerable disagreement and conflict such experiences are often framed as child
sexual abuse csa within a discourse of child maltreatment sexual activity between adults and young
children is indeed abuse and fully merits the moral stance taken by therapists health professionals and
society however childhood sexual experiences presents evidence that viewing all cses through the
same prism of abuse victimhood and commonly held perceptions of gender socialisation may not always
allow those affected to tell the whole story not all those who experienced sexual activity as
children view themselves as victims believe that their experiences had a profoundly or irrevocably
negative impact on their lives or view their experiences as abusive others do not want their identities
to be linked to specific events in childhood applying a positive psychology approach childhood sexual
experiences recounts and explores the stories of those who have shown an ability to come to terms



with or overcome the difficulties that they have faced exploring the insights these narratives of
resilience present to therapists and health and social care professionals i would encourage you to
read this book with an open mind and to look for the strength and determination to be found in these
narratives remembering that those who are resilient may teach us how better to help those who are
less fortunate sally v
Lesbian, Queer, and Bisexual Women in Heterosexual Relationships 2016 a great deal of storytelling
in film and television involves narratives that include sexual situations and nudity the increased
amount of on line and streaming content outlets has in turn increased the number of narratives that
involve these once taboo subjects in the post weinstein era handling the production of sensitive
content has become more nuanced and important than ever a best practice guide to sex and
storytelling serves as a helpful tool for guiding creators through these waters
Childhood Sexual Experiences 2018-04-19 transforming sexual narratives offers readers the
opportunity to address complex sexual problems through narrative relational sex therapy nrst an
original approach that suzanne iasenza has developed during twenty five years of clinical practice
this method presents a deeper richer way of thinking about sexual challenges that has enabled clients
to successfully rewrite their mistaken narratives to reclaim pleasure intimacy and satisfaction in
their erotic lives drawing on the strengths of three very different therapeutic traditions
psychoanalytic couple and family systems and sex therapy it delivers a fresh and dynamic way of
understanding the complex interrelationship between personal social cultural and familial sexual
narratives chapters include conversations with diverse couples and individuals from all kinds of
backgrounds and cultures who exist in every kind of body and in each case show how unconscious and
harmful narratives can be transformed into healthy and pleasurable sex lives this essential guide will
help therapists to identify their client s secret sexual stories and enable them to rewrite their inner
narratives and relationship with sexuality for the better sex therapists will be able to integrate a



relational perspective into behavioral treatment individual and couple therapists will be able to
weave sexuality into general psychotherapy and psychoanalysts will be able to use the sexual
history to identify early dynamics that affect adult intimacy
A Best Practice Guide to Sex and Storytelling 2019 this is the first critical study of feminist
practices of speaking out in response to rape this book argues that feminist anti rape politics are
characterised by a belief in the transformative potential of women s personal narratives of sexual
violence the political mobilisation of these narratives has been an incredibly successful strategy but
one with unresolved ethical questions and political limitations the book explores both the successes
and the unresolved questions through feminist archival materials published narratives of sexual
violence and mass media and internet sources it argues that that a rethinking of the role and place of
women s stories and the politics of speaking out is vital for a rethinking of feminist politics around
sexual violence and key to fresh approaches to combating this violence
Telling Sexual Stories 1997 the essays in this volume discuss narrative strategies employed by
international writers when dealing with rape and sexual violence whether in fiction poetry memoir or
drama in developing these new feminist readings of rape narratives the contributors aim to incorporate
arguments about trauma and resistance in order to establish new dimensions of healing this book makes
a vital contribution to the fields of literary studies and feminism since while other volumes have
focused on retroactive portrayals of rape in literature to date none has focused entirely on the
subversive work that is being done to retheorize sexual violence split into four sections the volume
considers sexual violence from a number of different angles subverting the story considers how the
characters of the victim and rapist might be subverted in narratives of sexual violence in metaphors
for resistance the essays explore how writers approach the subject of rape obliquely using metaphors
to represent their suffering and pain the controversy of not speaking about sexual violence is the
focus of the protest of silence while the question of the visual considers the problems of making



sexual violence visible in the poetic image in film and on stage these four sections cover an impressive
range of world writing which includes curriculum staples like toni morrison sarah kane sandra
cisneros yvonne vera and sharon olds
Transforming Sexual Narratives 2020-04-23 first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of
taylor francis an informa company
Speaking Out 2018-12-03 queer voices from japan examines the wide range of queer voices in japan
and the longevity that these minority communities have enjoyed in society mark mclelland katsuhiko
suganuma and james welker bring together historical and contemporary narratives that contribute to
the study of sexual identities in japan these essays trace the evolution of queer voices in japan with
analyses of the presence of homosexuality in the japanese imperial army the development of japan s
first gay bars and same sex experiences in the pre and post war periods this book offers a variety of
perspectives including a range of male to female and female to male transgender voices and experiences
the broad scope of this volume makes it an invaluable text for understanding the development of
japanese sex and gender categories in the twentieth century queer voices from japan is a compelling
read that will appeal to those interested in asian studies and human sexuality
Feminism, Literature and Rape Narratives 2012-08-06 this book explores the rich diverse
opportunities and challenges afforded by research that analyses the stories told by for and about
women bringing together feminist scholarship and narrative approaches it draws on empirical material
social theory and methodological insights to provide examples of feminist narrative studies that make
explicit the links between theory and practice examining the story as told and using examples of
narratives told about childhood sexual abuse domestic relationship abuse motherhood and seeking
asylum it raises wider issues regarding the role of storytelling for understanding and making sense of
women s lives this thought provoking work will appeal to students and scholars of women s studies
feminist and narrative researchers social policy and practice sociology and research methods



Woman, Body, Desire in Post-Colonial India 2002-09-11 this theory to practice guide offers mental
health practitioners a powerful narrative based approach to working with clients in clinical practice
it opens with a primer on contemporary narrative theory and offers a robust framework based on the
art and techniques of listening for deeper more meaningful understanding and intervention chapters
expand on these foundational concepts by applying them to a diverse range of populations and issues
among them race and ethnicity human sexuality immigration and the experience of trauma grief and loss
the author s engaging voice thoughtful pedagogical style and extensive use of examples and exercises
also work together to inform the reader s own narrative of growth and self knowledge included in
the coverage encountering the self encountering the other narratives of race and ethnicity surviving
together individual and communal narratives in the wake of tragedy spiritual stories exploring
ultimate meaning in social work practice sexual stories narratives of sexual identity gender and
sexual development leaving home finding home narrative practice with immigrant populations moving on
narrative perspectives on grief and loss narrative theory in clinical social work practice is geared
toward students as well as seasoned social workers and professionals and practitioners in related
clinical fields interested in informing their work with a narrative approach
Queer Voices from Japan 2007 this book explores representations of intersex intersex persons
intersex communities and intersex as a cultural concept and knowledge category in contemporary
north american literature and popular culture the study turns its attention to the significant
paradigm shift in the narratives on intersex that occurred within early 1990s intersex activism in
response to biopolitical regulations of intersex bodies focusing on the emergence of recent
autobiographical stories and cultural productions like novels and tv series centering around
intersex viola amato provides a first systematic analysis of an activism triggered resignification of
intersex
Feminist Narrative Research 2017-07-04 how natural history made sex scientific in the eighteenth



century if sexology the science of sex came into being sometime in the nineteenth century then how did
statesmen scientists and everyday people make meaning out of sex before that point in the natural
history of sexuality in early america greta lafleur demonstrates that eighteenth century natural
history the study of organic life in its environment actually provided the intellectual foundations
for the later development of the scientific study of sex natural historians understood the human
body to be a porous envelope eminently vulnerable to its environment yet historians of sexuality have
tended to rely on archival evidence of genital based or otherwise bodily sex acts for source material
through careful readings of both elite natural history texts and popular print forms that circulated
widely in the british north american colonies among them barbary captivity execution cross dressing
and anti vice narratives lafleur traces the development of a broad knowledge of sexuality defined in
terms of the dynamic relationship between the human and the natural social physical and climatic
milieu at the heart of this book is the question of how to produce a history of sexuality for an era in
which modern vocabularies for sex and desire were unavailable lafleur demonstrates how
environmental logic was used to explain sexual behavior on a broad scale not just among the
educated elite who wrote and read natural historical texts lafleur reunites the history of sexuality
with the history of race demonstrating how they were bound to one another by the emergence of the
human sciences ultimately the natural history of sexuality in early america not only rewrites all
dominant scholarly narratives of eighteenth century sexual behavior but also poses a major
intervention into queer theoretical understandings of the relationship between sex and the subject
Narrative Theory in Clinical Social Work Practice 2018-01-03 changing narratives of sexuality
examines the tensions and contradictions in constructions of gender sexuality and women s
empowerment in the various narrations of sexuality told by and about women from storytelling to
women s engagement with state institutions stories of unmarried women and ageing women a sex
scandal and narrations of religious influence on women s subjectivities and sexualities this impressive



collection explores sexuality in a wide range of national contexts in the global south the authors
analyse what scope exists for women to subvert repressive norms and conceptions of heterosexuality
interweaving rich contextual detail with theoretical concerns
Distinctions Between Sexual Desire and Love in Narrative Report, Nonverbal Expression and
Physiology 2001 evolving from a rigorous study of post 9 11 women s writing dr heather hillsburg
s new monograph identifies an emerging genre which she names urban captivity narratives using examples
ranging from memoir to young adult fiction each of the texts examined in the study follows a female
protagonist who has survived abduction been held captive for months or even years and subjected to
sexual emotional and physical abuse by their captor hillsburg contextualizes these narratives and
takes into consideration our current political atmosphere the role of patriarchy and various social
anxieties that come into play when discussing the kind of oppression seen in these narratives
Intersex Narratives 2016-02-29 it is presented as a set of playful narratives composed of
additional stories and interlaced temporarily completely impregnated with intense libidinosity which
magnetizes when reading them by the explicit sexuality through the descriptions in each line loaded with
erotic insinuation and sensuality the stories unfold revealing the intimate life as the true feelings of
each of the characters with events that are developed in an agile way around the young central
character from insecurity to confidence with the first seduction of love with unexpected sexual
situations that are given later without preventing the intertwining of the lives of the characters
with a strong charge of erotic sexuality allowing us to see the interior and secrets that surround
them all an irreverent way to write about love and sex more visual and modern for an audience with
criteria more than trained but with a lot of imagination
The Natural History of Sexuality in Early America 2018-11-15 the slave narrative has become a
crucial genre within african american literary studies and an invaluable record of the experience and
history of slavery in the united states this companion examines the slave narrative s relation to



british and american abolitionism anglo american literary traditions such as autobiography and
sentimental literature and the larger african american literary tradition special attention is paid to
leading exponents of the genre such as olaudah equiano frederick douglass and harriet jacobs as well
as many other less well known examples further essays explore the rediscovery of the slave
narrative and its subsequent critical reception as well as the uses to which the genre is put by modern
authors such as toni morrison with its chronology and guide to further reading the companion
provides both an easy entry point for students new to the subject and comprehensive coverage and
original insights for scholars in the field
Changing Narratives of Sexuality 2014-04-10 this book examines the potential impact of rape
survivors traumatic experiences in post conflict zones with specific attention given to the experiences
of women who were sexually abused during the breakup of the former yugoslavia it addresses the
sexuality of survivors which has so far been inadequately researched and challenges the
stereotypical and victimized images and narrations that have so far prevailed in academic and public
discourse about women survivors while exploring the effects of those narratives on the political
social and economic status of the survivors themselves methodologically innovative the book
questions the processes of re victimization that can follow fieldwork with survivors and introduces
the theoretical and practical foundations of applied drama and community theater as a research
approach in this field revealing its potential as a means of expressing a range of ethnographic
anthropological and case study research findings based on the narratives of advocates scholars and
different social stakeholders together with new drama based methodologies employed directly with
survivors sexuality after war rape from narrative to embodied research offers a sensitive and
ethically responsible research approach to contesting assumptions about the sexualities of
survivors of sexual violence and revealing the emancipatory potential of testifying this book will
appeal to scholars of sociology and gender studies victimology and sexuality



Urban Captivity Narratives 2019-07-30 since the early 1990s evolutionary psychology has
produced widely popular visions of modern men and women as driven by their prehistoric genes in gender
sexuality and reproduction in evolutionary narratives venla oikkonen explores the rhetorical appeal
of evolutionary psychology by viewing it as part of the darwinian narrative tradition refusing to
start from the position of dismissing evolutionary psychology as reactionary or scientifically
invalid the book examines evolutionary psychologists investments in such contested concepts as
teleology and variation the book traces the emergence of evolutionary psychological narratives of
gender sexuality and reproduction encompassing charles darwin s understanding of transformation
and sexual difference edward o wilson s evolutionary mythology and the evolution creationism
controversy richard dawkins molecular agency and new imaging technologies the connections between
adultery infertility and homosexuality in adaptationist thought through popular literary and
scientific texts the book identifies both the imaginative potential and the structural weaknesses in
evolutionary narratives opening them up for feminist and queer revision this book will be of interest
to students and scholars of the humanities and social sciences particularly in gender studies
cultural studies literature sexualities and science and technology studies
Love and Sex Stories 2018-12-14 this book takes an innovative approach to using narrative
therapy in counselling people who have been subject to childhood sexual abuse reclaiming lives from
sexual violence presents an illustrative case study of the authors tim the therapist in consultation
with dale the client who was sexually abused as a child by a clergy member the book is unique in
documenting their therapeutic work using transcripts taken directly from their sessions together this
narrative approach invites the reader to consider different ways of engaging in therapy in order to
challenge the dominant social discourses around masculinity and shame looking at shame from a
position of value awareness rather than a deficit perspective this book extends counselling to
consider the individual experience as political and one that must be shared outside the one to one



therapy environment this will be an essential resource for beginning or established therapists and
practitioners working with clients who have been victims of sexual violence
The Cambridge Companion to the African American Slave Narrative 2007-05-31 this book describes
innovative ways to do research about and design interventions for cyberbullying by children and
adolescents it does this by taking a narrative approach how can narrative research methods
complement the mostly quantitative methods e g surveys experiments in cyberbullying research and
how can stories be used to inform young people about the issue and empower them throughout the
book special attention is paid to new information and communication technologies and the
opportunities icts provide for narrative research e g as a source of naturally occurring stories on
cyberbullying and for narrative health interventions e g via influencers the book thus integrates
research and insights from the fields of cyberbullying narrative methods narrative health
communication and new information and communication technologies
Sexuality after War Rape 2017-09-01 a narrative rewritten is a collection of kaia s poems
reflections letters and blog entries that touch on the topics of hurt healing and hope around sexual
abuse these writings are formatted to guide the reader through the dredges of hurt into the light of a
healing hopeful heart
Gender, Sexuality and Reproduction in Evolutionary Narratives 2013-07-18 eighteenth century
literature displays a fascination with the seduction of a virtuous young heroine most famously
illustrated by samuel richardson s clarissa and repeated in 1790s radical women s novels in the many
memoirs by fictional or real penitent prostitutes and in street print across fiction ballads essays and
miscellanies stories were told of women s mistaken belief in their lovers vows in this book katherine
binhammer surveys seduction narratives from the late eighteenth century within the context of the
new ideal of marriage for love and shows how these tales tell varying stories of women s emotional
and sexual lives drawing on new historicism feminism and narrative theory binhammer argues that the



seduction narrative allowed writers to explore different fates for the heroine than the domesticity
that became the dominant form in later literature this study will appeal to scholars of eighteenth
century literature social and cultural history and women s and gender studies
Reclaiming Lives from Sexual Violence 2022 with full frontal genitalia erections even actual sex
featuring increasingly in films this explicitness in presentation has caused critical consternation and
accusations that such film narratives are pornographic this book explores how rather than being
pornographic explicit sex can be an essential element of cinematic storytelling today offering detailed
analysis of how choices are made in the presentation of explicit sex in often very controversial films
such as shame baise moi antichrist dogtooth and lust caution the expert contributors including
barbara creed jacob held and linda ruth williams show how sexual content can aid characterisation
highlight themes and provide events that serve to develop plot the impact of explicit sex as an element
of a film s narrative is also revealed to be assisted by effective nuanced performances and the incisive
deployment of directorial technique together they detail through the fundamentals of cinema the shot
by shot moment by moment manner in which explicit sex can be an essential component of a dramatically
powerful narrative
Narratives in Research and Interventions on Cyberbullying among Young People 2019-01-23 centered
on legal discourses of islam s first six centuries this book analyzes juristic writings on the topic of
rape
A Narrative Rewritten: A Collection of Writings for Adult Survivors of Sexual Abuse
2015-09-23 representation of desiring subjects in the novel is one of the most illuminating issues in
the area of ancient gender and sexuality for such narratives subject societal norms to acute critique
this volume brings together fourteen essays originally given as oral presentations at the fourth
international conference on the ancient novel ican iv held in lisbon in july 2008 employing feminist and
psychoanalytic approaches each offers a provocative investigation of sexual subjectivity as



presented in the text or texts under discussion the collection as a whole demonstrates the gradual
convergence of formerly distinct norms of gendered behavior under pressure of emerging social realities
the editors of this volume are all well known scholars in the fields of ancient narrative and or
ancient sexuality contributors include leading experts in these fields and emerging scholars whose
research suggests directions for future exploration
The Seduction Narrative in Britain, 1747–1800 2009-09-24 this book is available as open access
through the bloomsbury open access programme and is available on bloomsburycollections com
narrative research has become a catchword in the social sciences today promising new fields of
inquiry and creative solutions to persistent problems this book brings together ideas about narrative
from a variety of contexts across the social sciences and synthesizes understandings of the field
rather than focusing on theory it examines how narrative research is conducted and applied it
operates as a practical introductory guide basic enough for first time researchers but also as a
window onto the more complex questions and difficulties that all researchers in this area face the
authors guide readers through current debates about how to obtain and analyse narrative data
about the nature of narrative the place of the researcher the limits of researcher interpretations and
the significance of narrative work in applied and in broader political contexts
Sex and Storytelling in Modern Cinema 2015-11-11 this book is about relating the concepts of rape
and murder in both senses of the term that is the way rape and murder are linked and related and also
how stories of rape and murder are related or told
Sexual Violation in Islamic Law 2015-06-26 this study examines the relationship between
catholicism and homosexuality and between historical homophobia and contemporary struggles
between the church and the homosexual moving from the gothic to the late twentieth century from
europe to america it interrogates what is queer about catholicism and what is modern about
homosexuality



Narrating Desire 2012-07-04
What is Narrative Research? 2014-11-20
Relating Rape and Murder 2010-08-16
Catholic Figures, Queer Narratives 2006-11-14
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